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Our beautiful Earth is the fifth largest planet in the solar system. Check out this wide range of free earth science sheets for all classes! A brief history of the Earth No one knows exactly when and how the Earth was created. This is because there were no people around when the earth was formed. However, scientists can make educated guesses and evolve different theories about the origin or our planet.
These theories are based on clues that help them understand the world and universe in which we live. Surprisingly, this rocky house for humanity is the only planet whose name does not come from Roman or Greek mythology. Earth means only hard earth. And that's because ancient Greeks and Roman astronomers didn't consider it a planet at all. And our planet certainly lives by its name - unlike most
other planets, it is solid enough to land on; in other words, it is terrestrial nature – terra means earth. Help your child learn more about this amazing planet with these free sheets of Earth. What makes the Earth unique? It is the only planet in the solar system that has water in liquid form. Water is an important life support factor as we know it. Earth is also the only place (as far as we know) where life exists.
Some other planets may have life in some form, but scientists believe it may be as small as microbes. However, no one can rule out the possibility of life existing on other planets Unique features of our planet make it ideal for supporting a wide range of life forms. You can learn how to keep our planet safe and healthy for all plants and animals with fun earth science sheets on this site. You can also start
learning at a whole new level with our engaging activities on Earth. And when they are ready, do not forget to check out other interesting scientific sheets. Looking for fun activities to teach your kids about planet Earth? This premium sheet pack contains a fact file to print and 10 fun and engaging worksheets to challenge students and help them learn about Earth. Click any of the following sample images to
view a larger version of the worksheet. x Check out our selection of sheets to print Earth Day for kids. We have a variety of topics to choose from, such as sorting, recycling, living things and more. All these sheets have a theme suitable for Earth Day and will prompt children to think about our special planet. We have matching, word search, secret word, counting and much more to choose from. Just click
on any of the images or links below to print a copy of each Earth Day sheet. Find more teaching resources How many trees are there? How many trees are there? This worksheet is a fun, easy way to help kids count and learn their numbers and adding skills. How many trees do you see? All about PlasticAll PlasticIn this sheet, children discover what plastic is, how it is produced, produced, as its history and
about attempts to reduce plastic waste. Earth Day is a great time to teach your students about management! Students can learn three Rs, Reduce, Reuse and Recycle and how they can help take care of our land. Since Earth Day is in April, it's a fantastic opportunity to tie in to earth science lessons like the water cycle, plant life cycle, earth layers, and more. On this page we have posted some useful Earth
Day coloring pages, sheets, games and activities that you can use to make Earth Day celebration a hit in class! Looking for more pre-school classes? Try our Kinder S.M.A.R.T. packages today! Find more Teaching Resources
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